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laboratory for the management of
wastes, waters, energy
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What is “Ravenna
2011”?

Objectives

WASTE, WATER, ENERGY
Dealing with the environment

It is an environment festival, three days of information and training meetings dedicated to
technical-economic issues in the fields of waste, water and energy management.
-

Reconsidering strategies and responsabilities

-

The planning of new innovative, efficient and economic solutions

-

Riorganizing through fair and transparent systems

-

A new start through sustainable actions, investments and businesses

-

Original format having an elevated technical-scientific level, set within a pedestrian
historical town centre;

-

Effective development of the event ‘from the bottom up’ with the involvement of all
the actors concerned (institutions, category associations, business enterprises, etc.)

Strenghts of the

through the organization of Labelab, an independent network of professionals

event:

operating at national level;
-

Event which is always ‘active’ thanks to the pre and post event communication
activities (active organization all year round)

A review of the previous editions is always available at the following websites
www.ravenna2008.it , www.ravenna2009.it , www.ravenna2010.it
Ravenna2011 maintains its OPEN character, already experimented in the past editions.
Philisophy behind
the event

All the events will be free of charge, except for the training courses (or LabMeetings).
Contributions from partners/sponsors, in terms of economic resources and operational
suppport (communication through one’s own canal, disposability of meeting halls,
personel etc) is therefore fundamental for the success of the event at national level.
When
In the course of the

Event

They represent the main activity, through the
> Conferences

three days

In the course of the
Typology of
events

contribution from the world of economic
sciences, corporations, culture, technology.
In-depth meetings developed in collaboration

> Workshops

three days
Wed 28, Thur 29

Typology

with the main external networks (category
organizations, institutions and corporations)

> LabMeetings

Training and in-depth investigations through
courses with a limited number pf participants.

September 2011

Research, knowledge, innovation, art and
In the course of the
three days

> Cultural Events

culture, considered as the ideal ground for
establishing a new way of thinking, acting and
communicating.

